LIBERTY SAFE AND SECURITY PRODUCTS’ LIBERTY AMMO CAN

LIMITED FIVE (5) YEAR WARRANTY
LIMITED FIVE (5) YEAR WARRANTY: Liberty Safe and Security Products, Inc. (Liberty) is proud of
the workmanship of the product you have just purchased. Liberty warrants that each new Ammo Can will
be free from defects in material and workmanship, including the lock and paint, for five (5) years from the
date of purchase. If there is a defect as described during the five (5) year time period, Liberty will repair the
Ammo Can at no cost to purchaser. Any damage from a fire, break-in or break-in attempt is not included in
this Ammo Can limited warranty. This warranty does not cover products damaged or rendered defective due
to accident, misuse, abuse, modification, water damage, neglect, reloading, improper handling or storage, or
failure to follow instructions for use unusual or extreme conditions and/or environments, or to unreasonable
wear and tear. Changing or modifying the Ammo Can in ways that affect its intended use will void this
warranty. Liberty’s obligation under the Limited Five (5) Year Warranty is limited to the repair (including
labor) of any product that proves to be defective as set forth above. The repair will be without charge except
for reasonable shipping, handling and insurance charges. This warranty is non-transferrable.

THANK YOU

for Purchasing the Ammo Can by Liberty Safe!

WARRANTY REGISTRATION: Online Registration Only. Online registration must be completed
within (30) days of purchase. Failure to register the product shall void any warranty. Visit www.LibertySafe.
com for additional info.

WARRANTY CLAIMS: Claims shall be made under this warranty by calling 800-247-5625
or writing to Liberty Safe and Security Products, 1199 West Utah Avenue, Payson, Utah 84651.

NO OTHER WARRANTIES: This agreement is understood to be the complete and exclusive
agreement between the parties, superseding all prior agreements, oral or written, and all other communications between the parties relating to the subject matter of this agreement. No employee of Liberty
or any other party is authorized to make any warranty in addition to those made in this agreement.
WARNING: Ammunition, gun powder, primers, brass, etc. may be hazardous materials. The storage
of hazardous materials may be restricted by Federal, State, and/or Local law. Liberty does not and cannot
grant the right or authority to persons to possess or store items in a manner which may be regulated
pursuant to such laws.

REPAIR AS PROVIDED HEREIN IS YOUR EXCLUSIVE REMEDY FOR ANY DEFECTIVE
PRODUCT. THIS WARRANTY PERTAINS ONLY TO THE LIBERTY AMMO CAN ITSELF, AND
DOES NOT EXTEND TO THE CONTENTS OF THE AMMO CAN, MANNER OF STORAGE,
OR ANY DAMAGES RESULTING THEREFROM. FOR OPTIMAL SECURITY AND PROTECTION, THE AMMO CAN SHOULD BE BOLTED TO THE FLOOR. PLEASE REFER TO THESE
INSTRUCTIONS FOR DETAILS ON ANCHORING YOUR AMMO CAN TO THE FLOOR.

DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY:
THE ABOVE WARRANTY IS IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,
INCLUDING WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, WHICH EXTENDS BEYOND THE WARRANTY SPECIFIED ABOVE. ANY WARRANTIES
IMPLIED BY LAW SHALL IN NO EVENT EXTEND BEYOND DURATION OF THIS EXPRESS
WARRANTY. IN NO EVENT SHALL THIS WARRANTY BE DEEMED TO COVER ANY SPECIAL,
INCIDENTIAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY KIND ARISING OUT OF THE PURCHASE OR USE OF THIS PRODUCT, WHETHER BASED UPON CONTRACT, TORT, STATUTE
OR OTHERWISE.

Copyright © 2014 Liberty Safe and Security Products, Inc.
1199 West Utah Avenue, Payson, UT 84651 • 800.247.5625
P/N 11425
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LIMIT E D

5-YEAR WARRANTY

USE & CARE GUIDE
To activate your LIMITED 5-YEAR WARRANTY go to

WWW.LIBERTYSAFE.COM
The Ammo Can comes with a 5-year parts
and labor warranty against manufacturer’s
defects (see reverse side for details)
LOST KEY PROCEDURE: In the event you
lose your keys, please contact customer
service to verify and replace. Key replacement cost is $5 each plus $5 shipping.
Call Customer Service Toll Free:

1.800.247.5625

• 3 Perma-shelves
(Non-adjustable. Max Shelf Weight: 125 lbs.)

•
•
•
•
•

Dual 4" locking bars
Key lock entry
14 gauge steel body
1" CNC door edge
Quiet door bumper

Made in the USA
2/28/14 10:49 AM

Congratulations on your purchase of your new Liberty Ammo
Can designed and built by America’s #1 gun safe company—
Liberty Safe! To insure proper set up and
installation, PLEASE READ THIS INSTRUCTION SHEET
before opening your Ammo Can.
SAFETY PRECAUTIONS
The Ammo Can door/body is heavy. Do not open the door with the Ammo Can
on an uneven or unstable floor. Hanging on an open door may cause the Ammo
Can to tip forward when not lag-bolted to the floor, resulting in serious injury or
death to yourself or others. If you have or have occasion to have small children
in your home, please make sure you never leave your Ammo Can unsecured. It is
possible for small children to climb inside your Ammo Can and become locked
inside. This could result in serious injury or death. We recommend ammunition
be stored according to the manufacturer’s recommendations. The Ammo Can is
not designed for storage of firearms or other valuables.
PACKAGING MATERIALS
After opening the Ammo Can, remove the plastic protectors or foam in the
corners of the door. The left side of the door jamb has a foam door cushion
installed and should not be removed.
INSPECT YOUR AMMO CAN
Inspect your Ammo Can for shipping damage as soon as you receive it. If you
find any damage, please contact the delivery company (or carrier) immediately.
Any damage not noted upon delivery must be reported within fifteen (15) days
or there will be no recourse.
REMOVING THE AMMO CAN FROM PALLET
With the Ammo Can upright and open, pry up the black plastic caps on the floor
to expose the mounting bolts. Use a 9/16" socket and ratchet to remove the bolts.
Caution: Have someone steady the Ammo Can while removing the safe from
the pallet to prevent the Ammo Can from tipping forward. Close and key-lock
the door to prevent accidental opening while removing the Ammo Can from the
pallet to the final location. Make sure you have adequate help to move the Ammo
Can off its pallet. Carefully slide the Ammo Can off the pallet until one edge is
resting on the floor. While the Ammo Can is tilted on its edge, remove the pallet
out from under the Ammo Can. Carefully lower the Ammo Can back to its
upright position.
Recommendation: If you want help to have the pallet removed and the

Ammo Can installed as described above, contact your local Liberty dealer.
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PLACEMENT OF YOUR AMMO CAN
Before moving your Ammo Can, verify the load bearing weight of the floors and
stairs, and types of flooring the Ammo Can will be moved over (tile, wood, and
other flooring can be damaged by the weight of the Ammo Can). We recommend
placing a protective barrier (such as a piece of carpet, treated wood or rubber mat)
between the Ammo Can and floor to prevent scratching of the Ammo Can surface,
which could lead to rust, and to protect your floor. To determine whether or not
your Ammo Can will fit through doorways, stairs or corners take the empty Ammo
Can shipping box and see if it will fit all the way through to its final location.
Proper installation and anchoring are critical to the protection of your
Ammo Can and its contents. Make sure you consider the following:
- Install near a load-bearing wall as a precaution to supporting the weight
of the Ammo Can.
- To help protect the exterior finish of your Ammo Can, install inside your
home in a dry location where there is climate control (heat in the winter
and cooling in the summer).
- Placing your Ammo Can away from potential hot spots (near flammable
materials) or next to cement walls helps slow heating during a fire.
Note: The Ammo Can does not have a fire or BTU rating or heat

expanding Palusol® door seal. Liberty has installed one layer of fireboard
on each wall to support ammo shelves and includes one in the door panel.
ANCHORING YOUR AMMO CAN
To achieve the highest level of security and safety possible, anchor your Ammo
Can securely to the floor. Before anchoring, make sure the Ammo Can is level.
Use redwood door shims to adjust the Ammo Can level so the door has the
desired swing. Use appropriate hardware for the wood or cement surface you
are anchoring to. Anchoring kits with instructions are available from your dealer.
If given enough time it is possible for a thief to break into security devices. The
Ammo Can is built as a cabinet with simple security features. It is not a safe.
Securing it to the floor helps secure and prevent removal of the Ammo Can
by thieves. We also recommend Liberty’s SAFELERT security device which
can monitor your Ammo Can (or any safe) 24/7 for any movement, vibrations,
temperature changes, and door openings. SAFELERT also sends weekly email
status reports including humidity levels.
KEEP YOUR AMMO CAN INTERIOR DRY
It is recommended that the interior of your Ammo Can be kept at a low relative
humidity. Visit www.LibertySafe.com and choose the “accessories” tab to view
dehumidifier options.
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